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Category:Political writers Category:Journalists from Connecticut Category:Connecticut Republicans Category:American anti-communists Category:American political writers Category:Anti-communism in the United States Category:Merrill Lynch people Category:American anti-communists Category:Connecticut RepublicansQ: Django Populating Foreign Key fields with multiple select I'm trying to build a web application with Django and I've hit a wall when trying to design the website. I'm trying to get the functionality below working (with Django's built-in admin interface): The table you see here is connected to a model like so: class Profile(models.Model): # fields user =
models.ForeignKey(User, related_name="profiles") The user is basically the unique user, identified by the User object. Now, I would like the user to be able to select multiple users from the web app (multiple users will be given the possibility to edit this profile, so I'd like to save them as a comma-separated list). The users table is simple: I've
seen that there are multiple options for the multiple_selection field but none of them seems to work in my case (admin page doesn't seem to show any entries in the multiple_selection field). I'm open to any solution (not having to use the admin interface for it is a must). Any help would be much appreciated. A: You can just use the models
custom save method to set the multiple_selection field, like this: profile.user.multiple_selection = user_list [Radionuclide 2d92ce491b
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